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Reflections

The two most important days in your life are the day you are 
born and the day you find out why.

Mark Twain

Most of us go to our graves with our music still inside us, 
unplayed.

Oliver Wendell Holmes

Purpose is a practice.
Richard Leider
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Related and intersecting themes:
Where do you and your forum want to focus?

• Purpose
• Priorities/balance
• Playing to my strengths
• Comparing myself/my achievements 

with others
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Clay Christiansen 
on “How will you measure your life?” 
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The type of person you want 
to become—what the purpose 
of your life is—is too important 
to leave to chance. It needs to 
be deliberately conceived, 
chosen, and managed. 

The opportunities and 
challenges in your life that 
allow you to become that 
person will, by their very 
nature, be emergent. 



Designing What’s Next: Start Where You Are
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Assessing Your Dashboard
Mark each segment of your dashboard as it currently exists. 

Finance:   Poor-----------------ı--------------------ı--------------------ı---------------Excellent

Work: Poor-----------------ı--------------------ı--------------------ı---------------Excellent

Relations: Poor-----------------ı--------------------ı--------------------ı---------------Excellent 

Play: Poor-----------------ı--------------------ı--------------------ı---------------Excellent 

Health: Poor-----------------ı--------------------ı--------------------ı---------------Excellent

Lifestyle: Poor-----------------ı--------------------ı--------------------ı---------------Excellent
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Let your life speak…

• Reflect on this quote from Parker Palmer’s 
Let Your Life Speak:

Before you tell your life what you intend to do with it, 
listen for what it intends to do with you. Before you tell 
your life what truths and values you have decided to 
live up to, let your life tell you what truths you embody, 
what values you represent.

• Then ask: “What have you learned from 
listening to your life?”
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Source: Richard Leider, The Power of Purpose



Questions to get in touch with your purpose

 When you were very young, what did you most love doing?   Describe one of
those moments. How did you feel?

 When you were a teenager, what brought you the most joy and satisfaction –
especially when things were challenging? Describe a particular moment,
including how you felt and what was happening.

 What unique or special talent did influential mentor(s) in your life see in you?
Why did they invest time and energy in you?

 What have you spent your life apologizing for that you love doing?

 What is something that you have been passionate about for an extended period
of time in your life? How do you feel when you are doing it?

 In the last year, describe your most enjoyable, satisfying and energizing
moment. What happened, and how did that make you feel?

 If you had no limitations in your life - no concerns about family, money or work –
what would you spend the next five years of your life doing?
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Adapted from: Craig, George and Snook, The Discover Your True North Fieldbook



Future directions and additional resources
- In your own forum (a possible exercise structure)

- Before the meeting: Assigned reading, TED talk, assessment, and/or reflection 
questions

- Icebreaker question
- One member sharing, followed by others resonating, reflecting and sharing their 

experiences
OR

Round robin (X minutes/person) responding to pre-assigned questions
- Takeaways: Each member shares a new question, insight, perspective or action

- Across or outside of forum
- “Cross-forum forum” on the issue of purpose
- What’s Next conversation with Tom Sadtler

- Other resources
- David Brooks, “The Moral Bucket List,” New York Times, April 11, 2015
- Burnett & Evans, The Designing Your Life Workbook: A Framework for Building a Life You 

Can Thrive In
- Craig, George & Snook, The Discover Your True North Fieldbook: A Personal Guide to 

Becoming an Authentic Leader
- Charles Duhigg, “Wealthy, Successful and Miserable,” New York Times Magazine, February 

24, 2019
- Clay Christiansen’s HBR article and book, How Will You Measure Your Life?  
- Richard Leider, The Power of Purpose: Find Meaning, Live Longer, Better
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Q&A
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